Representatives,
Thank you for opening the floor to listen to the VOICES of the people you have been elected to
represent. That is the foundation of this Country, and something we as Americans have fallen away
from. I want to stress the importance of your position as a representation of myself and all others
within your districts. We EXPECT to be heard and listened to.
SB941 has been flawed since its conception. The way this bill is written is unenforceable. Simply stated,
it will do absolutely nothing to protect the safety of the public. A known criminal will not comply and
any law established as such, will only criminalize law abiding citizens who do not understand the
process. On top of that, the burden created will restrict transfers and cause the law to be ignored, for
which law enforcement will not be able to do a single thing about. The background system can not
handle the load present now and adding private transfers will only worsen the matter. SB941 will also
create an undo financial burden on the parties involved in the sale and to the gun shops that will be
required to handle this transfers without reparations.
From a citizen's stand point, I see this as a play simply as a gun registration tactic, dressed up in the
"best interest for public safety". I am for gun safety. I am for making sure those that can own guns do,
and those that can not, don't. This accomplishes neither.
Senator Thatcher's proposal makes the most sense to me and seems to be the simplest route for
everyone. A designator of some sort on ID gets the job done all the way around. A show of ID to prove
all is good seals the sale and the gun registry gets nothing that is not needed.
I URGE you to vote NO on SB941
Lastly, I would like to point out the fact that We The People are tired of the shenanigans going on in our
Capitol. When our will is not being represented, we will take the necessary step to correct that
wrong. Your vote on this bill will decide if a recall action will put in place for your seat. Just a friendly
reminder from the people you are sworn to represent.
-Sincerely,
BJ Soper
Central Oregon Constitutional Guard

American jurors have complete Constitutional authority to vote "not guilty" based on nothing more than
a disagreement with the case, no matter the evidence - despite the judge's instructions. There is
absolutely no obligation to vote "guilty" to arrive at a unanimous verdict. Get on a jury, stand your
ground, and fulfill its other main purpose: to counteract abusive government and unjust lawsuits.
See www.fija.org
Please adopt this as your own signature.

